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Abstract 
 
The study analyzes the telecom company Ericsson’s supply model, named Mobile Inventory 
by the author, focusing on the customer’s point of view. Mobile Inventory involves specially 
designed carts with electronic components required for production that circulate between a 
third-party logistics provider (3PLP) and Ericsson. The carts are transported by trucks and 
rolled out close to the assembly line at Ericsson, where they work as production storage sites. 
The inventory level inside the cart is kept at a certain maximum level, which covers the 
requirements until a new cart is delivered. The supply model works without a traditional 
purchase ordering process, operating instead as a variant of a periodic ordering system with 
fixed delivery days and where the 3PLP is responsible for the replenishment of the carts. The 
system runs to a large extent by itself. Mobile Inventory could be an uncomplicated supply 
model for manufacturing companies to manage some of their products like 
noncritical/standard and leverage parts, demanding only limited resources and providing a 
high level of customer service. This study intends to increase the knowledge of an alternative 
approach for materials supply that could be applied to manufacturing companies other than 
Ericsson. 
 
Keywords: materials supply, inventory management, materials planning, periodic ordering 
system, production storage 
 
1 Introduction 
 
According to Persson (1997) supply chain management goals, such as reduced lead times, 
efficient use of resources, and enhanced customer service, will reduce companies’ costs and 
increase revenues. To become competitive, companies must also adjust themselves to new 
prerequisites and possibilities in the supply chains, the companies' roles, and their relations 
within the supply chains (Mattsson 2002). Therefore it is important that the materials supply 
(for instance replenishment of raw materials and components from a supplier) is characterized 
by high cost efficiency and a high customer service level. One method within materials 
supply is the traditional principle of Material Requirements Planning (MRP). With MRP 
purchase orders are calculated in advance, depending on prognoses and not on actual 
consumption, and then sent to the supplier. Kumar and Meade (2002) stress that there are 
problems with MRP because of the constant changes in volume and the demand for 
immediate deliveries, both of which MRP has some difficulties in responding to. Aldridge 
and Betts (1995) also give indications of problems with MRP and stress that all manufacturers 
need to question their planning system. Partly because of this, the telecom company Ericsson 
has developed and implemented different alternatives for the process of replenishing 
materials. One of these models, named Mobile Inventory by the author, works together with a 



 

 

third-party logistics provider (3PLP) supplying the production department with electronic 
components. A comprehensive database search indicated that this kind of materials planning 
is apparently missing from the academic literature. 
 
The purpose of this study is to describe and analyze Ericsson’s supply/replenishment model 
Mobile Inventory from the customer’s point of view. The research questions are: What are the 
characteristics of the supply model? When is it suitable to apply it? What are the effects on 
logistics goals of using it? The intended contribution of this study is to increase the 
knowledge of an alternative approach for materials supply, which also might be applied to 
manufacturing companies other than Ericsson. 
 
2 Research Methodology 
 
The findings in this paper rely on a qualitative approach and are based on a single case study 
at Ericsson, a large international company in the telecom industry. The study is focused on a 
specific plant in Gävle, Sweden. Semi-structured interviews and observations, which are 
central methods in qualitative research, were used to collect empirical data (Silverman 2006). 
Most of the interviews were conducted at Ericsson's plant individually with respondents, but 
complementary data collection occurred by telephone and e-mail as well as with informal 
discussions. Different kind of employees, such as managers, purchasers, planners, production 
engineers and process developers, were interviewed. The interviews were not recorded, but 
notes were taken and later rewritten and confirmed by the respondents. In response to 
Ericsson’s request, the content of the paper was also approved by the manager of information 
at Ericsson in order to avoid revealing sensitive information. To enhance the description of 
the supply model, additional observations were recorded by following how the material flows 
from the receiving dock to the production area in the carts. During the observations questions 
were asked of the production and material handling employees. 
 
The theoretical framework and the analysis model in this paper are modified and developed 
from a previous paper (Eriksson 2008) regarding another supply model at Ericsson. The 
theoretical framework and the analysis model stand as a foundation to help in understanding 
important factors and principles regarding materials supply and in conducting the analysis. 
The theoretical framework also provides a basis for the analysis model that has been 
developed to discuss and analyze the empirical data, thus giving answers to the research 
questions. To collect and search material for the framework various search terms were used 
when studying research articles from databases and other literature. 
 
3 Theoretical framework and the analysis model 
 
This section begins with a presentation of the analysis model (Figure 1); next the concepts 
and principles the model is based on will be presented. The main areas in the model are: 
Product characteristics, Materials planning methods, Communication and geographical 
proximity between supplier and customer, and Logistics goals. The Mobile Inventory supply 
model will be discussed in the context of this model in the Analysis section. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Figure 1. The analysis model. 
 
3.1 Product characteristics 
Different characteristics of purchased products, such as product complexity, cost, volume, the 
need for quality control and shape, can be essential when deciding what supply model to use. 
Kraljic's matrix (Figure 2) could be helpful for classifying and identifying the characteristics 
of purchased products. 

 
Figure 2. Kraljic's matrix, from Bjornland et al. (2003). 
 
The y-axis shows the importance of the parts cost, the degree of value-added influence and 
the share of the total cost represented by the material cost. The x-axis shows aspects such as 
the number of suppliers, availability on the market and the speed of technology development 
(Bjornland et al. 2003). In the matrix noncritical parts means most standard parts with little 
economical importance for the company (low price per item). Since these parts are least 
important for the company, they should not spend much on them and instead should establish 
simple forms of collaboration, agreement and routines (Mattsson 2002). Leverage parts, on 
the other hand, have a great economic importance could make up a large part of the total 
procurement costs, and are characterized by many suppliers and plentiful materials on the 
market. The bottleneck parts have a small impact on the company’s economy (low price per 
part) but high complexity, low availability on the market and a small number of suppliers. 
Most important for the company are the strategic parts, which have a great economic impact, 
a high complexity and a small number of suppliers (Bjornland et al. 2003). Another important 
aspect is whether there should be quality control or not on purchased products. According to 
Oskarsson et al. (2003) a company often exercises control over the product’s 
quality/functioning. Quality control can also include control over the quantity delivered, to 
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ensure that sufficient inventory is on hand. Otherwise, registering a product in the IT system 
erroneously could result in the wrong data for the ordering process, which may lead to 
material shortages. The extent of the quality control depends on the product’s price, its 
complexity and the supplier’s ability to deliver high quality. Another issue of interest is the 
shape/size of the product, which could necessitate different solutions for storing and handling 
(Institute for Transport Research 2002). 
 
3.2 Materials planning methods 
According to Jonsson and Mattsson (2002) the most known and used materials planning 
methods are material requirements planning, re-order point systems, run-out time planning, 
order-based planning and kanban. This section will describe these principles as well as 
important concepts such as Vendor Managed Inventory, inventory accuracy and material 
handling (all closely related to materials planning), all of which are relevant when describing 
and analyzing different supply solutions. 
 
Material Requirements Planning 
The first mentioned method, Material Requirements Planning (MRP), relies in principle on 
scheduling time for new deliveries according to calculations of when the net requirement 
occurs based on the production plan of the end products. The materials needed for the end 
product are calculated through the product structure (bill of materials) with respect to 
inventory on hand, already planned orders, lot-sizing principles and lead times (Mattsson and 
Jonsson 2003). These data are very important in MRP and must be current and accurate for 
correct calculations (Kumar and Meade 2002). The company's Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) system often includes MRP-modules that take care of these data and calculations. 
 
Re-order point systems  
According to Jonsson (2008), two main types of re-order point systems exist: a more 
traditional system that continuously compares inventory on hand with a defined re-order point 
(a reference quantity) and the periodic review system, which makes comparisons at 
predetermined constant intervals. If the quantity on hand is lower than the reference quantity, 
a replenishment process or order/refill process is initiated. With the more traditional system 
the order quantities are often constant (Oskarsson et al. 2003). In the periodic review system, 
orders are not initiated immediately when stock balance is below the re-order point, but at the 
subsequent inspection. With the periodic review system, administration can be more efficient 
and ordering and transportation can cost less, due to the opportunities for consolidating 
orders/deliveries (Jonsson 2008). Another variant is the periodic ordering system with 
constant intervals, varying order quantities and a defined order-up-to level (a target inventory 
level) (Mattsson and Jonsson 2003). In each variant of the re-order point system consumption 
initiates the materials planning method.  
 
Run-out time planning 
Run-out time planning expresses the upcoming demand as a time instead of a quantity, and is 
strongly related to the re-order point system. Time period coverage is the term that describes 
the time that the available quantity on hand plus planned deliveries is expected to cover; it is 
calculated by dividing the available quantity on hand by expected demand per some time unit. 
Thus, Run-out time planning is built upon comparing time instead of comparing quantities, to 
give a better understanding of when ordering is necessary (Mattsson and Jonsson 2003). 
 
 
 



 

 

Order-based planning 
This means that material flows are initiated by new orders directly corresponding to a 
customer order or a manufacturing order. When a new customer order is registered in the 
materials planning system, a manufacturing or purchase order is automatically created for the 
corresponding manufacturing item and purchase item (Mattsson and Jonsson 2003). 
 
Kanban 
Kanban is an uncomplicated method where a visible card signals the need for replenishment 
Olhager (2000). Kanban is a clearly a pull method, meaning needs are directly initiated from a 
supply point, due to consumption. With a kanban system, registration in the system is not 
necessary. The principle is a variant of re-order point systems (Mattsson and Jonsson 2003). 
 
VMI  
In Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI), the supplier is responsible for the management and 
replenishment of the customer’s inventory. According to Christopher (2005) and Pohlen and 
Goldsby (2003) there are benefits to using this concept. VMI could stabilize inventory levels 
for both customer and supplier, lower risks for material shortages and better enable the 
suppliers’ planning and scheduling activities. In most cases applying VMI implies reduced 
total costs for the customer and supplier relationship, compared with the traditional way 
(Mattsson 2002). 
 
Inventory accuracy 
According to Wild (2004) effective inventory accuracy will affect the whole company, from 
stockroom operations to sales and finance. In and out registrations of items could be a 
potential source of inaccuracies. Axsäter (1995) argues that it is generally difficult to maintain 
a good inventory balance. Additionally, Wild (2004) stresses that simple processes to operate 
inventories could increase inventory accuracy. 
 
Material handling 
The Institute for Transport Research (2002) defines material handling as physical handling, 
moving, storing and packaging of material. All material handling is associated with costs and 
the performance of material handling has an influence on costs, delivery reliability and lead 
time (Oskarsson et al. 2003). This implies that efficiency in material handling is essential 
regarding different solutions for materials planning. 
 
3.3 Communication and geographical proximity between supplier and customer 
Mattsson (2002) stresses that comprehensive access to information e.g., delivery 
plans/forecasts, history of consumption, order and inventory status, is necessary for an 
effective supply chain. This is in line with what Christopher and Lee (2004) declare about the 
great importance of shared information. The information should be highly accurate and timely 
so that it can be used to take control of supply chain operations, thereby reducing 
uncertainties and providing prerequisites for a demand-driven chain. To accomplish an 
effective replenishment situation in a VMI relationship Vigtil (2007) also stresses the 
importance of information. According to her findings, current inventory balance is the most 
important information, followed by elements such as production schedule, stock withdrawals, 
incoming orders and point of sales data. She also emphasizes that the frequency of 
information exchange should be related to the supplier’s need for replanning. In this context, 
to make the VMI relationship work, Pohlen and Goldsby (2003) point out that trust is 
necessary between the parties. This cannot be overstated. 
 



 

 

Besides communication, geographical proximity between supplier and customer is also 
important, according to the literature. Among others, Mattsson (2002) points out the need for 
short distances between customer and supplier for effectiveness in the supply chain and 
proclaim that the benefits are lower transportation costs, higher frequency and flexibility of 
deliveries, and better prerequisites for effective communication and development work. 
Additionally, Karlsson and Norr (1994) point out that suppliers in a Just-in-Time system have 
an advantage if they are located close to the buyer’s plant. 
 
3.4 Logistics goals 
Logistics aims to create competitiveness and high performance by improving companies’ 
efficiency and effectiveness so as to positively affect profits, where performance can be 
expressed in different terms (Jonsson 2008). Furthermore, Persson (1997) clarifies the 
connection between supply chain management’s goals and profitability and points out that 
increased profitability is achieved by reduced costs and revenue improvements. This will in 
turn be achieved by efficient use of resources, reduced inventory, reduced lead time and 
increased customer service. According to Jonsson (2008), service related to carrying out the 
order-to-delivery process is usually called delivery service and included in the concept of 
customer service. Delivery service focuses on the phases order-to-delivery and delivery itself. 
Different elements regarding logistics goals will be described below, starting with different 
delivery service elements. 
 
Delivery service elements 
Jonsson (2008) mentions five common delivery service elements. The first is Inventory 
service level or fill rate, which describes to what extent stock items are actually available in 
stock when they are demanded or the share of orders that can be delivered immediately. 
Delivery time (or lead time) expresses the time elapsed from receipt of customer order to 
completed delivery and could include the administration of orders, dispatch and time for 
transportation. Another element is Delivery precision (or on-time delivery), which describes 
to what extent the delivery takes place at the agreed-upon delivery time. Regarding 
measurement of the quality of delivery in terms of the right product being delivered in the 
right quantity, the expression Delivery reliability is used. The fifth common element is 
Delivery flexibility, which refers to the supplier’s ability to adapt and comply with changes in 
customer requirements (e.g., changes in delivery times, order quantities or contents and the 
performance of the product delivered). According to Oskarsson et al. (2003) it is essential to 
be aware that delivery service is important both internally (deliveries between different 
departments) and externally (between supplier and customer). Furthermore Christopher and 
Lee (2004) stress that one must focus on different delivery service elements because risks in 
the supply chain can be caused by problems with the service delivered. 
 
Capital tied up 
Literature focus intensively on capital tied up and the need for reducing it. Among others 
Grant et al. (2006) stress that reducing inventory is important because holding inventory does 
not add value to the company, since inventory ties up money that could be used for other 
purposes and have an impact on corporate profitability. Although the predominant cost for 
tied-up capital is the capital cost itself (the cost for the purchase of raw material), there are 
also costs for material handling, equipment, insurance, warehouse employees and the 
warehouse facility (Olhager 2000). 
 
 
 



 

 

Use of resources 
This section handles resources associated with purchasing and administration. According to 
Gadde and Håkansson (1998), a company’s ability to earn revenue depends on how its 
purchase activities are handled, since the purchase costs are a large part of the total costs in a 
company. Besides the direct cost (the cost of the product itself) there are also indirect costs, 
such as tied-up capital, administration, claims and material handling, which could affect how 
purchase activities are carried out. Examples of potentially high indirect costs are those 
related to planning and administering orders and activities regarding invoicing. Especially for 
products of small economical value, these costs may be relatively considerable. But if 
supplier and customer together develop an effective system for these activities and cooperate 
more thoroughly and with a long-term perspective, savings is possible. This could also lead to 
better coordination and commitment. 
 
4 The Mobile Inventory supply model at Ericsson 
 
Mobile Inventory at Ericsson (see Figure 3) works together with a third-party logistics 
provider (3PLP) located around 200 kilometers from the plant. The 3PLP provides Ericsson 
with electronic components such as resistors, capacitors and integrated circuits used in the 
surface mount department, where printed circuit boards are produced in high volumes. The 
components used in Mobile Inventory are predominantly standard/noncritical and leverage 
parts. The 3PLP gathers the material flows from different suppliers and stores the items. The 
3PLP stores materials for several Ericsson plants and could be considered as the main store 
for Ericsson for these kinds of components. The 3PLP also stores components for other 
companies.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Mobile Inventory. 
 
The items will later be delivered to the customer with specially designed carts (the size of a 
big refrigerator) with wheels. The carts are equipped with tracks so a forklift can lift the cart 
and also handles to enable moving the cart by hand. Inside the carts there are pins attached 
horizontally on the wall inside the cart to hold the electronic components, which are packed in 
rolls. Electronic circuits are stored in pipes or small boxes and placed on shelves in the cart. 
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Each cart has Microsoft Excel lists of the contents, i.e. part numbers and the maximum 
inventory level, and product number labels inside. 
 
The carts are rolled onto a truck at the 3PLP and transported to the customer. At the 
customer’s site, the carts are usually pushed by hand (but it is also possible to use a forklift) 
directly from the receiving dock, without unpacking, to the production area where the 
components are to be used. Material handling personnel are in charge of this and no quality 
inspection is necessary, because of the products’ characteristics. 
 
In the production area the carts function as production storage close to the assembly line. 
Production personnel pick the items and attach them to the automatic surface mount 
machines. The inventory level inside the cart is dimensioned to a certain maximum level 
which will cover the requirement until a new cart is delivered. The used cart is transported 
back to the 3PLP to be refilled according to consumption, up to the determined maximum 
level. Replenishment is therefore dependent on actual consumption. Afterwards the 3PLP 
sends an invoice to the customer for the replenished amount.  
 
A number of carts circulate like this and are delivered once or twice per week to Ericsson at 
fixed delivery occasions without any traditional purchase orders being placed through the IT 
system. To make this work the purchasing department (at Ericsson) sends a forecast via email 
and Excel documents of coming requirements to the 3PLP, as well as information about 
changes regarding maximum inventory levels. The maximum levels are calculated with 
respect to the forecast and peak values of upcoming requirements. The 3PLP is then 
responsible for maintaining these levels inside the carts. The inventory inside the cart then 
must cover the requirement until the next delivery occasion. The inventory also includes 
safety stock. 
 
Inventory on hand is always in Ericsson’s systems, regardless if the cart is in transport or at 
the supplier’s location. When the carts are delivered to the receiving area, the lists placed 
inside the cart by the 3PLP with information about the refilled amount must be registered; 
thereby the corresponding item’s inventory level in the system is adjusted. The maximum 
level is then monitored in the IT system. Except for that, no other transactions/registrations 
need to be done. After the electronic components are used in manufacturing, the printed 
circuit boards are registered in the ERP system as finished, and then the used items are 
deducted from the inventory. 
 
5 Analysis 
 
The model from section 3 will here be used to analyze and discuss the Mobile Inventory 
supply model.  
 
5.1 Product characteristics 
In Kraljic's matrix (see Figure 2) items appropriate for Mobile Inventory fit into the cells 
named noncritical (standard parts) and leverage parts. One reason for that is that the 
complexity on the supplier market should be low, since the 3PLP takes care of the flow, 
operating with several suppliers where there is a high availability on the market for these 
kinds of items. The 3PLP also stores and provides materials for different 
customers/companies, even competing companies, so strategic and bottleneck parts could be 
inappropriate for Mobile Inventory because of their sensitive matter. Strategic and bottleneck 
parts could be of greater interest for the company to control in house and not to replenish 



 

 

through Mobile Inventory (which in a large extent runs by itself), since these items are 
characterized by high complexity in the supplier market and strategic parts also have a great 
economic effect. Furthermore, strategic and bottleneck parts could be identified as products 
with rapid technology development, implying the possibility of numerous changes to the 
products in the carts, which would engender higher lead times and extra effort. Additionally, 
the supply model operates without quality control which can be assumed to decrease the 
availability of items, impede smooth flow and increase lead time. Among other things, the 
aim with Mobile Inventory is to move products quickly from receiving dock to production 
area, making quality control undesirable. Besides these aspects, Mobile Inventory is suitable 
when there is a high yearly requirement (for items with a low yearly requirement the more 
traditional process is appropriate). The concept can manage irregularities in demand, but 
within the restrictions of the maximum levels, which must suffice until the next replenishment 
occasion, and limited by how the safety stock is dimensioned. Moreover, the carts’ limited 
dimensions mean that the items cannot be too bulky. Nor can the number of carts be too high, 
since that would make pallets more suitable than carts for transportation and storage reasons. 
For Mobile Inventory to work well, deliveries cannot take place too often either, due to the 
costs of transport and other activities related to replenishment. 
 
5.2 Materials planning methods 
The planning principle behind Mobile Inventory is a manual form of re-order point system 
with fixed days for deliveries and varying order quantities. The inspection/check of inventory 
on hand takes place at the supplier. The cart is itself the stock (except for the main storage at 
the 3PLP). Furthermore, replenishment is not based on reports on the consumption during the 
last period. According to these aspects Mobile Inventory could be considered as a variant of a 
periodic ordering system (see Mattsson and Jonsson 2003). Another characteristic of Mobile 
Inventory is that the lead time for replenishment from a system point of view is zero, because 
old carts are immediately replaced with carts that have been refilled to the maximum level. 
This means that the maximum level must be calculated according to expected consumption 
during the interval between the delivery days, without adding the lead time. The maximum 
level is calculated according to the principle of run-out time planning, representing coverage 
for a particular time period. The calculation of the safety stock is also affected since the 
unsecure time only includes the time between deliveries and not the interval between 
deliveries plus lead time, as in the normal case. One deficiency of the concept could be that 
half-full carts are in transport or at the supplier, if consumption is smaller than was expected. 
Furthermore, if there are quick and large changes in volume, the volume of the cart could be a 
limitation. More carts could be used, but still there is a limit where this could be unpractical 
or the costs too high. 
 
Looking at VMI, the customer does not place orders and the responsibility for replenishment 
is with the suppliers (Christopher 2005). Mobile Inventory could in that sense be related to a 
VMI system, since the supplier is responsible for and takes an active role in the replenishment 
process, which takes place without any traditional ordering process. 
 
Material handling 
With Mobile Inventory no unpacking is necessary. Instead the flow is quick and direct from 
the receiving area to production, where the carts can be placed close to the assembly line. No 
separate boxes or cartons are needed; the carts themselves constitute the store. The attached 
lists in the carts display the refilled amount to be registered; no other transactions are 
necessary on the component level. Even if the carts are at the 3PLP or in transport, the 
inventory on hand is always in Ericsson’s system. Furthermore, in Mobile Inventory there is 



 

 

no main storage. Instead the point is to limit storing to only a movable production store 
(except of course for the storing at the 3PLP). When the production personnel later picks from 
the movable store, no transactions are necessary. The corresponding product number is 
physically viewed with labels inside the cart. Mobile Inventory implies advantages regarding 
flexibility and where the production store should be located, since with the storage on wheels, 
no fixed storage facilities are needed. This could be a benefit especially in case of layout 
changes. 
  
Inventory accuracy 
Keeping a good inventory balance is generally difficult, according to Axsäter (1995), who 
stresses that the most usual source of error is that employees do not register transactions 
properly. Mobile Inventory could result in good inventory accuracy by eliminating 
registration in the system when production personnel pick from the store and by cutting out 
the transactions made between a main store and a production store, since there is no main 
store. However, its proper functioning relies on the accuracy of both the registration of 
refilled amounts and the information in the lists. Inventory balance is observed physically by 
comparing the list in the cart and the corresponding position of the products in the cart. 
Furthermore, the store is in a delimited place/surface, allowing for good control. The store is 
also physically distinct from other stores because of the cart’s obvious appearance.  
 
The system also automatically reduces the possibility of material shortages. Although some 
components might be scrapped or lost, the viewed maximum levels (in the lists and also the 
corresponding position for the items) inside the cart provide the basic data for replenishment, 
not figures in an IT system, as is the case when calculating traditional purchase orders with 
MRP. This principle of Mobile Inventory fits with what Wild (2004) recommends about 
having simple processes to operate the inventory with efficiency. 
 
5.3 Communication and geographical proximity between supplier and customer 
In line with Christopher and Lee’s (2004) emphasis on shared and highly accurate 
information for control in the supply chain, the Mobile Inventory model continually sends 
forecasts and maximum levels to the 3PLP. The supplier must be provided with accurate and 
regularly updated forecast plans and maximum inventory levels, since the supplier is 
responsible for both updating (synchronized to manufacturing plans) and dimensioning its 
own process and communication with its own suppliers. 
 
Vigtil (2007) declares that current inventory balance is most important regarding information 
in a VMI system. In Mobile Inventory, inventory balance is observed physically by 
comparing the list in the cart and the corresponding position of the products in the cart, 
eliminating the need for operations in an IT system. When observing the actual consumption 
the need for replenishment is clearly indicated, which is important for avoiding material 
shortages. 
 
Concerning the relationship in a vendor-managed inventory situation, Pohlen and Goldsby 
(2003) explain the need for trust. Trust is important when using Mobile Inventory, because 
the supplier has the responsibility for keeping maximum levels, updating the levels in the 
cart/store, and handling the information sent by the customer for the concept to work. A high 
level of trust is also necessary so that the customer can rely on the 3PLP sending an accurate 
invoice and ensuring good collaboration with its own suppliers. 
 
 



 

 

Geographical proximity 
Geographical proximity reduces disturbances such as late deliveries that could, according to 
Christopher and Lee (2004), lead to problems drawing up an optimal production schedule. In 
Mobile Inventory geographical proximity prevents disturbances in deliveries that could cause 
problems; the carts are expected to be delivered at predetermined times, and there is a limited 
safety stock to manage variations in demand. The inventory is calculated to cover the needs 
until the next replenishment occasion. Additionally, in case of increased volumes it could be 
necessary to quickly increase the frequency of deliveries, which is easier if the supplier is 
close. Furthermore, it is especially desirable to keep the distance short so the transportation 
costs can be kept low. A separate transport solution is also desirable because mixing with 
other forms of pallets/orders could mean problems with loading the truck and using the 
volume inside the truck optimally. The concept also relies on direct transport between the 
3PLP and the customer at predetermined times, so combining with other supply solutions 
could decrease the delivery precision.  
 
5.4 Logistics goals 
Delivery service elements 
 
Fill rate and delivery reliability: The principle allows for high fill rate and delivery reliability, 
offering the possibility to pick the right product in the right quantity when needed. The 
inventory levels in the carts are expected to cover the requirement until the next refill, due to 
the principle of run-out time planning. A safety stock assures that variations in demand are 
handled. Special labels inside the cart showing the product number, in combination with the 
lists of maximum levels, indicate very clear need and afford correct replenishment. 
 
Delivery time: No lead time like the case with traditional ordering process exists in this model 
(except of course for the transportation time). Instead, from a system perspective the lead time 
could be regarded as zero for the customer, since “old” carts are exchanged without delay 
with “new” carts refilled to the maximum level. This could mean advantages in line with 
Christopher and Lee (2004) who argue that a longer lead time could lead to larger risks. The 
internal lead time between the production line and the mobile store is very small because the 
carts are positioned close to the production area and no time-consuming inventory 
registrations are necessary when picking from the carts. Lead time elements regarding 
administration consist of the time to update the maximum levels, manage forecasts to 3PLP 
and time for registering the refilled amount.  
 
Delivery precision: In this model delivery precision concerns the 3PLP’s contracted time and 
day for the periodical replenishment occasions. Scheduling periodic replenishment increases 
the possibility of reliability because planning for the supplier becomes easier. Late deliveries 
become more obvious in Mobile Inventory.  
 
Flexibility: Dimensioning the system in consideration to peak forecast values allows for the 
possibility of varying or increasing the amount of material issued from the store, yet within 
the limit given by the maximum levels including safety stocks. With frequent information 
exchange about forecast plans and maximum levels, it is easy to update the volumes quickly. 
Since the concept is used for standard products, the items could be used for several end 
products (finished goods), implying high flexibility in the product mix. 
 



 

 

Another reason for the high availability of items is that the 3PLP stores components for 
several customers and therefore has a high inventory level. The frequency of delivery 
occasions can also be changed quickly, but adding carts could take some time. 
 
For this concept to function with high-quality delivery service, all of the following conditions 
must be met. The 3PLP must follow the contract about the time for the replenishment 
occasions, there can be no disturbances in transportation, the 3PLP must refill the stock to the 
maximum, maximum levels must be continually updated and the 3PLP must not run out of 
material. 
 
Capital tied up 
Previous research has paid considerable attention to reducing capital tied up. For instance, 
Persson (1997) points out the relation between reduced inventory and reduced costs in her 
model and Grant et al. (2006) state that reducing inventory is of great importance because 
excess inventory does not add value to the company. In Mobile Inventory no main store is 
used, just the production store (the carts), dimensioned for a certain maximum level. It is 
possible to control and keep a certain amount of capital tied up, and potentially to reduce it. 
Furthermore, since the 3PLP stores components for several Ericsson plants and other 
customers it could be considered as a main store, enabling reduced inventory levels for the 
whole. 
 
Use of resources 
Even for low-cost purchased products administrative costs can be high (Gadde et al. 1998). In 
Mobile Inventory there is no need to create purchase orders or shipping documents, control 
the delivery schedule or administer orders, enabling savings i in these aspects. The system 
runs by itself to a large extent. The administrative resources that the customer must handle are 
insignificant. Normally material handling activities are costly (Oskarsson et al. 2003; Gadde 
et al. 1998), but in Mobile Inventory these costs are low, since there is no unpacking, no 
quality control, nor any use of a main warehouse and related activities there. There is a simple 
flow direct from the receiving dock to the assembly line. Although maximum levels must be 
recorded at the receiving area, no time-consuming registrations of items or activities 
concerning inventory control within production are necessary, which in turn eliminates errors 
that would demand resources to handle and correct. Since the cart also functions as a pallet 
and is reused all the time, no separate boxes or cartons are needed. The easy visual system 
also reduces errors. The carts are used for non-bulky items, necessitating less space to store 
equipment. The carts also are flexible when changing the layout, because of their mobility, 
which means cost reductions in that sense. Just as Mattsson (2002) implies that in most cases 
the costs will decrease with VMI, the similar Mobile Inventory can be expected to utilize a 
minimal amount of resources. Furthermore, the concept implies opportunities for 
consolidating orders with deliveries, as with periodic review systems, meaning a more 
efficient use of transport (see Jonsson 2008). 
 
6 Conclusions 
 
In Ericsson’s Mobile Inventory, items are delivered from a 3PLP to the customer with 
specially designed carts, which circulate between the supplier and the customer’s production 
area, where the carts function as production storage. The inventory level inside the cart is 
dimensioned to a certain maximum level that will cover the requirement until a new cart is 
delivered. The supply model works without a traditional purchase ordering process and 



 

 

operates instead as a form of periodic ordering system with fixed delivery days and 3PLP 
responsibility for the replenishment of the carts. The system runs to a large extent by itself. 
 
The study indicates that Mobile Inventory is suitable for companies with high-use products 
that do not need quality control when they arrive at the customer’s location. In Kraljic's 
matrix these items are identified as noncritical/standard parts and also leverage parts. 
Furthermore, the supplier should be close to the customers geographically, with a separate 
transport solution. The shape of the products is also of importance, since the items must be 
small rather than bulky. Regarding the relationship between supplier and customer, it should 
be characterized by good communication, good information exchange, and trust, which are 
important prerequisites for successful deliveries (Wafa et al. 1996). Gadde et al.’s (1998) 
more thorough cooperation happens with Mobile Inventory between the 3PLP and the 
customer. For this concept to function with high-quality delivery service, the 3PLP must 
follow the contract about the time for the replenishment occasions, there can be no 
disturbances in transportation, the 3PLP must refill the stock to the maximum, maximum 
levels must be continually updated and of course the 3PLP must not run out of material.    
 
Regarding logistics goals, and from the point of view of the customer, Mobile Inventory is 
characterized by high fill rate, delivery precision, flexibility and a low use of resources, 
especially concerning administration/purchasing and material handling. The model also 
allows control of tied-up capital and is useful when production layouts are changing. 
 
The study indicates that using Mobile Inventory is not restricted to any particular 
manufacturing industry, in large part since the theoretical framework and the analysis model 
are built upon general and well known concepts in logistics. However, there are some criteria 
for manufacturing firms to consider when planning to implement it. 
 
In summary, Mobile Inventory could be an uncomplicated method for manufacturing 
companies to manage some of the purchased products in their supply chain with low 
resources, yet with a high level of customer service. 
 
This study was focused on the customer’s point of view. Further research should include the 
supplier’s point of view to a larger extent. Additionally, comparison with similar principles at 
other companies could be of interest. 
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